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lation: a desire to introduce Caldara to a new
generation of scholars who may be unfamiliar
with his work and who are willing to question
the German-dominated canon, and to inspire
new publications and performances of
Caldara’s works.
However, there seems to be another agenda
at play here. In the Translator’s Preface,
Warren Kirkendale states, “Readers will surely
notice (and perhaps complain) that the book
was written four decades ago, i.e. at a time
when source-based historical research still
flourished.” Does this imply that nobody is doing this kind of work any more? I think many
would disagree and take offense at this statement. Another quote from the preface:
“Quotations in languages other than English
have now reluctantly been translated, and original texts have been included only for those not
easily traceable in the German book.” There
are a couple of troublesome aspects of this
statement. First, in order to check translations
of much source material quoted, the reader
must obtain the 1966 German version. Why
were the quotes in their original languages not
provided in the English version? Second, if
Kirkendale is reluctant to translate quotations,
then why translate the entire book? He goes
on to state, since “an adoption of the ideologies
currently fashionable in American ‘new musicology’ (‘political correctness’ etc.) would not
benefit [the study], we offer no apology for not
‘updating’ it in this sense.”
Warren Kirkendale’s dissatisfaction with the
current state of musicology is clear in other
writings. In a lecture delivered in Cremona, 2
June 1986, he warns his audience of the “dangers” of modern musicology. He adjures students to put themselves in the past, looking at
the same literature, studying the same material,
and learning to think like composers of the
past. He is also adamant that students rely on
original languages and primary sources. While
this is admirable, he goes on to state, “Ci sono
degli scrittori che vogliono metter la musicologa al servizio non solo della sociologia, ma
anche della loro idologia. Risulta una
musicologia abusiva e disonesta, perche perde
l’oggettivita e diviene propaganda politica.”
(“Sul Primo Orfeo, Francesco Rasi: Compositore, Poeta, Cantante, Omicida,” Music and

Meaning, Olschki, 2007, p.222) Kirkendale’s
disdain for American musicologists borders on
the offensive in an unpublished letter to the
Journal of the American Musicological Society
where he refers to “a certain lack of ease with
ancient and modern language - not to mention
history,” and a “widespread abandonment of
historical method and concrete source-based
research in the name of a ‘New Musicology’
more interested the [sic] ahistorical social
sciences and in abstract critical theories.”
(“On ‘Sources’ for Music History”, Music and
Meaning, p. 598)
Many will doubtless agree with Warren
Kirkendale’s mission of defining musicology as
a source-based discipline, but others will be
alienated. I would argue that the discipline has
not abandoned the historical method, but
rather has supplemented it with new critical approaches, and divergent, updated criticism has
always been a part of interpreting musical
repertories. To dismiss and excoriate these
new approaches ignores the fact that music and
its criticism does not just live in the past; it
should also live in the present.
Ursula Kirkendale’s study is an important,
well-documented, and thoughtful contribution
which broadens our understanding of the eclectic repertory of the eighteenth century. In my
opinion, the 1966 German version is easier to
navigate than the 2007 English version, and has
none of the rhetoric involved in the outdated
(tiresome?) argument against “new musicology.”
Jane Dahlenburg
University of Central Arkansas
Hindustani Music: Thirteenth to
Twentieth Centuries. Edited by Joep Bor,
Françoise ‘Nalini’ Delvoye, Jane Harvey and
Emmie te Nijenhuis. New Dehli: Manohar
Publishers and Distributors, 2010 [736 p., ill,
25 cm. ISBN 9788173047589. i45]
It took more than ten years before the book was
published, but now that it has reached the
shelves, it is more than worth diving into it.
Hindustani Music can be seen as the papers
of a symposium hosted by Codarts Rotterdam
Conser vator y, 17–20 December 1997 in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, The History of
North India Music: Fourteenth to Twentieth
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Century, bringing together specialists in the
field of Hindustani music, researchers as well
as musicians and other practitioners, most of
whom had never before met in these particular
circumstances. Moreover, due to the long period of production of the book, the opportunity
arose to invite additional authors to write a contribution on one of the total of five main topics
presented during the symposium. This extension of the content of the book adds to the character of a true companion to the phenomenon
of Hindustani music.
Despite the initial scope of the symposium,
which had the fourteenth century as a beginning, the survey took the thirteenth century as
a starting point, taking into account that in this
era Sarngadeva wrote his highly acclaimed and
influential treatise on music, the Sangitaratnakara. As a parallel development, the thirteenth century also saw the rise of the Delhi
Sultanate, leading to a flourishing of culture and
politics, renowned until the present day as the
Indian-Persian culture.
The editors give an outline of existing literature on Hindustani music, as made available to
western readers in the past. Since the late eighteenth century, Indian music has met with a
keen interest among western scholars, like the
British Orientalist Sir William Jones, who in
1792 published his essay On the Musical Modes
of the Hindus.
It is a widely-acknowledged fact among
scholars in the field that Hindustani music over
the centuries has met with decay, both in practice and in theory, initially due to influences of
the surrounding Muslim cultures, and later by
European colonialism. This notion was promoted by the orthodox view that Hindustani
music had a direct link with ancient and medieval treatises on its practice and the underlying theory, whilst neglecting a natural process
over centuries of gradual development, innovations, cultural and economic exchange, poetry,
techniques that influenced the music skills and
styles.
The book comprises five sections, and each
part covers a field of interest that adds to the
monumental effect that comes along while
reading it. This effect is underscored by the
highly diverse contributions, written by Hindu,
Western, and Muslim scholars and practition-

ers such as musicians, offering the reader a
rich and varied choice and shedding a unique
light on the many facets of Indian music.
The first section, The Formative Period, offers an overview on Hindustani music from the
early medieval developments onwards. By doing so, a solid basis is given to the topics that
follow, like sections on the modern period, musical instruments, Indian music and the West, and
a conclusive section on concepts and theories.
In their first chapter, Sanskrit and IndoPersian Literature on Music, Emmy te
Nijenhuis and Françoise ‘Nalini’ Delvoye draw
attention to the fact that Sanskrit sources have
been of essential importance for the study of
Indian music up to the nineteenth century. For
today’s research purposes these sources still
contain valuable information on issues such as
the development of the tone system, the musical temperament, the classification of musical
types, musical time and meter, types of compositions and styles of performance, and the techniques of playing musical instruments.
For the section on the modern period the
renowned vocalist Sulochana Brahaspati presented during the symposium a paper on the
nawabs of Rampur and the Rampur-Sadarang
tradition, adding in her presentation a number
of musical examples as an illustration. Rampur,
after the annexation by the British in 1857, developed to one of the strongholds of classical
music in North India, especially through the
work of vocalist composer Sadarang, who was
the court musician of emperor Muhammad
Shah. Sadarang’s disciples, such as the sursingarplayer Bahadur Hussain Khan and vocalist Amir
Khan, played a vital role in the dhrupad revival.
Up into the twentieth century the Rampur tradition, as established by coincidence in the nineteenth century, has been a major factor in the
process of keeping Hindustani music alive.
For those who have a keen interest in musical instruments, Hindustani Music offers four
fine chapters, focusing among others on musical iconography as a source of information
about the early centuries, i.e., the fifth to the
seventh century. James Kippen wrote a highly
informative chapter on the tabla, stating that
the nowadays-dominant position of this drum,
has not always been the case, and even could
be seen as having a certain marginal character.
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Rokus de Groot wrote a chapter for the section Indian Music and the West on the reception
in the Netherlands of the oeuvre of Rabindranath Tagore that was made largely possible
through the promotional work by idealist and
psychiatrist Frederik van Eeden.
The fifth and conclusive chapters are devoted to theory (Concepts and Theory) and here
the reader will find two chapters: the RagRagini theory by Harold Powers and an attempt
to frame the phenomenon of Shruti by
Suvarnalata Rao and Wim van der Meer.
Each contribution is completed by a detailed
and highly accurate bibliography. This allows
the reader to verify and to extend their knowledge of his field of interest considerably. This
adds to the conclusion that Hindustani Music
deserves a place on the library shelves of both
conservatories and research libraries, and that
the book has a lot to offer, not only for those
who have a (professional) interest in the music
of North India, but for readers with a more general interest in music as well.
Willem Rodenhuis
Library, University of Amsterdam

Child Composers and Their Works: A
Historical Sur vey. By Barry Cooper.
Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2009. [vii,
216 pp. ISBN 978-0-8108-6911-0. $65.00]
This volume is an attempt to fill an enormous
void in historical musicology studies: the works
of child composers. The author in his introduction is quite detailed and precise about what
he feels this “virgin field” is. He is not talking
about music written by adults for children, or
children’s music concerned with pedagogy in
the classroom. The purpose of this book is to
provide preliminary research for more extensive studies of musical compositions written by
children in the past. As he narrows his topic, he
is not including music by children from nonWestern cultures (there have already been
some case studies in this area). He indicates
that he is focusing on works by children
younger than sixteen, apart from whether or
not they eventually became famous as adult
composers (as many of them did), but calls for
a thorough examination of these works not as
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“early” or “juvenilia” compositions, but fullyfledged mature compositions of their time periods and genres.
Mozart, of course, is the most famous example of a child composer, and is usually held
up as the child composer par excellence.
Chapter 2 describes how Mozart seemed to
start a trend towards the development of more
child composers in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Chapter 3 examines the marginalization of children’s compositions from the
past, indicating that very little attention has
been given to them in most music history texts.
The questions as to why and how this topic was
ignored are explored in this chapter. Chapter 4
is a short theoretical section on how children
gain competence and originality in music composition, citing a few examples such as Chopin
and Beethoven. Chapter 5 comprises the heart
of the book, where much of the compiled research is tabulated and discussed. There are tables here listing the length of entries for child
composers in The New Grove Dictionary (2001),
child composers’ ages at first reported composition, child composers with more than one
publication before the age of sixteen, and child
composers who have produced a major work.
Some interesting names of child composers include: age 3-8 category, Henry Purcell, Samuel
Wesley, Frederic Chopin, Sergei Prokofiev; age
9–11 category, Carl Maria von Weber, Franz
Schubert, Franz Liszt, Edward Elgar; age 12–13
category, Dominico Scarlatti, Giuseppe Verdi,
Charles Ives, Sergei Rachmaninoff; and age
14–15 category, Fanny Mendelssohn, Nadia
Boulanger, Claudio Monteverdi. The following
chapters (6–9) then provide biographical and
musical information on known child composers
from the past: Chapter 6 details child composers born before 1700; Chapter 7, child
composers between 1700 and 1800; Chapter 8,
child composers between 1801 and 1850, and
Chapter 9, child composers between 1851 and
1900. These biographies list each of the compositions by the child composer, any published
research, and any sound recordings of these
works. A substantial bibliography and composer index are included.
According to the biography, the author is a
well-known authority on Beethoven, and his
completed first movement of Beethoven’s

